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Computer simulations in plasma physics became very important tools for investigation

of plasma-surface interaction. Especially in the area of plasma-assisted technologies,

computer models are very useful. The models allow to study transport of charged

particles near complex geometries, their energies and distribution functions. The

obtained results help to interpret experimental data and thoroughly understand

plasma behaviour near surface of solids.

There are several modelling techniques that are suitable for low-temperature plasma

investigation. Particle models give the most detailed information about the modelled

particle ensemble but they lead to extremely time-consuming calculations. On the

other hand, fluid models are efficient enough but their capability to bring sufficient

information about studied particle ensembles is limited. It was proven [1]that hybrid

models which combine fluid and particle techniques can give valuable results. It

concerns especially to their iterative form when the particle and fluid part of the model

exchange energy distribution function of particles and spatial distribution of electric

potential.

The described modelling techniques were used to explore the transport of charged

particles from the bulk of multicomponent plasma through sheath structure around

surfaces of uneven substrates. Mainly, we are interested in the energy and angular

distributions of particles that impinge the surface of a solid immersed in the plasma. It

is obvious that their energies will depend on the bias of the solid as well as on plasma

pressure and composition. These dependencies were studied to qualify their influence

on the corresponding technological process.

[1] Hruby V, Hrach R, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. 38 (2010), 2328.
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